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2018 has been a very special year, as it marks the 20th anniversary of 
the Academy’s official founding in 1998. 2018 is also, poignantly and 
coincidentally, the 100th anniversary of Leonard Bernstein’s birth. Lenny, as 
I knew him, the great musician, the 20th century giant with whom, in 1986, I 
conceived the Academy, was one of the first people with whom I engaged in 
dialogue about “this thing,” as he called it, just before proposing that we call 
our “thing” the Academy for the Love of Learning. “Why that name?”, I asked 

– and he said: “because you believe that if we truly open ourselves to learning, 
it will liberate us and bring us home, individually and collectively. So, the 
name is perfect, because the acronym is ALL!” I resisted it at first, but soon 
came to realize that the name indeed was perfect. This and other prescient 
dialogues have helped us get to where we are today – a thriving, innovative 
organization. Hopefully, a light in the darkness. 

I have learned many things from the conversations and experiences I have 
engaged in and the people I have met along the way in this 20-plus-year 
journey of the Academy, and the two preceding decades that lead to my 
founding of it, formally, in 1998. One essential thing I have learned is that in 
order to open and engage with others and all of life we must take the lid off 
learning and bring ourselves into that capacity to transform. This is learning 
that leads us, by nature, to kind-hearted, peaceful, vibrant communities, 
telling stories of wellbeing. My hope is that this beautiful booklet will bring 
you into a fuller understanding of the story of the Academy as I have lived it 
from 1971-2018. I look forward to engaging, listening and working together 
to waking ourselves up by bringing light, steadfastly. As Henry David Thoreau 
tells us so beautifully: 

“We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves awake, not by mechanical aids, 
but by an infinite expectation of the dawn, which does not forsake us even in our 
soundest sleep. I know of no more encouraging fact than the unquestionable 
ability of man [sic] to elevate his life by a conscious endeavor. It is something 
to be able to paint a particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so to make a 
few objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to carve and paint the very 
atmosphere and medium through which we look, which morally we can do. To 
affect the quality of the day, that is the highest of arts.”

Aaron Stern
Founder & President
Academy for the Love of Learning

FROM THE FOUNDER
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“

—Livia Vanaver

The Impulse Exercise…was very profound 

for me. The way it touches on relationship, 

connection and self-awareness is so 

enriching that the exercise has become a 

basis for my own teaching.” 
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“

—Mary Ellen Petrisko

Next to learning to read, Leading by Being has been the most important 

learning experience in my life.”
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A POEM BY AARON STERN
In 1986 Leonard Bernstein helped to launch Aaron Stern’s vision of what would become Academy by hosting 
an event at his home at the Dakota building in New York City. Aaron wrote this poem for the occasion. 

Almost Filled

kids
squealing glee and wonder
drop-jawed
hope-hearted
whole ham sandwiches in hand
wriggling, darting through a sea of taller grasses 
sometimes meandering like the giant balloons 
up there 

yawning fathers
mothering mothers
dutiful uncles and aunties
filled with the need to cut it short
looking everywhere but up there
veiled against the giant airborne images of their childhood 
yearning for symbols   
envious
hard hand in hand with little nancy
hanging on to protect and to try and connect with ancient icons
 

horray
olive oil, woody, shamu the whale  
and here comes humpty my fave 
full-filled with glorious helium 
flying almost free
12 stories high
strings attached
up there 

flat   
the balloons will lie repacked 
in their lonely crowded cartons 
unfilled
 down there
and humpty my fave
winded
waiting for the next time
when and if it comes
when all the kings horses......

©1986 Aaron Stern 

His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Aaron Stern and Richie Davidson
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Leonard Bernstein Program Cover; Thirteen Anniversaries

>>

Thirteen Anniversaries, Music Score for Aaron Stern

>>

Academy Co-conceivers Leonard Bernstein and Aaron Stern at Tanglewood, early 1980’s
© Academy for the Love of Learning
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OUR MISSION
The mission of the Academy for the Love of Learning is to awaken, enliven, nurture and sustain the natural love of learning in people of all ages. 
We seek to encourage and cultivate the powers of critical thought, imagination, curiosity, innate sense of purpose, wonder and inspiration, and an 
ongoing awakening of the heart. 

To achieve our mission, the Academy exists as a nonprofit educational organization developing and disseminating a transformative curriculum and 
methodology – our learning field inquiry approach to learning – through an integrated set of programs, conferences, organizational practices and 
research. The overarching intent of our work is to help stimulate and support the rebirth and renewal of learning and education in America. In the 
words of American poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti, we are seeking to foster a perpetual “rebirth of wonder.” 

KENNEDY CENTER PREMIER OF MASS 

Leonard Bernstein and Aaron Stern meet for the first time at Bernstein’s 
MASS (A Theatre Piece for Singers, Players, and Dancers). MASS was 
composed at the request of President Kennedy’s widow for the 
inauguration of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 
Washington, D.C. on September 8, 1971. 

An Academy
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The Academy for the Love of Learning was 

birthed from an intense, ten-year collaboration 

between Academy President Aaron Stern and his 

mentor Leonard Bernstein. A collaboration which 

began while Stern was the Dean of the American 

Conservatory of Music in Chicago.

Aaron Stern playing piano in Leonard Bernstein’s  >>
Connecticut Studio
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AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

First and foremost, what I uncovered/tapped back into/understood in a new way/
discovered in the workshops has had a real and profound impact in my personal life. 
It has propelled me to investigate/be with and act in the world differently and still 
does.  I cannot thank you enough for creating space to allow that to happen. 

Secondly, I have been using some of what I learned from you when I am facilitating; 
in particular moving folks through practice, individual reflections (writing and 
non-writing), various structures of dyad and small group and then scaffolded 
opportunities to make meaning.  In some ways, it feels like I have seen from masters 
and that unlocks a sense of permission for me to tread this ground myself.  

I am left with a sense that your work/your practice/your efforts and their impact on 
me have gone on to impact many others in the world.  What a wonderful cycle to be 
a part of!

Wishing you deeply, deeply well, 

7aloveoflearning.org

In 1978 Aaron Stern became Dean of the American Conservatory of Music 
in Chicago and served through the early 1980’s. It was here that he began 
to focus on learning and educational processes, developing creative, 
experiential curricula that won national acclaim.

1980

Aaron Stern playing piano in Leonard Bernstein’s  >>
Connecticut Studio

A TRIP TO CHINA

China trek takes a giant step toward cultural harmony
by John von Rhein, Classical Music Critic, Chicago Tribune

“The “Gang of Five,” as the delegation of administrators from the American 
Conservatory of Music might be called, were Charles Moore, president; 
Aaron Stern, dean; Adia Ghertovici, director of pedagogy; Idilia Jurco, 
comptroller; and husband, attorney Stephen Jurco. Their mission was to 
observe teaching methods in three of China’s largest conservatories, give 
master classes, and listen to student performances. The visit, apparently 
the first ever by an American conservatory, paved the way for a group of 
10 teachers and advanced students from Chinese music schools to begin 
a course of study next January.”

“

—Chad McGehee
Learning & Development Program Lead
Healthy Minds Innovations
Center for Healthy Minds
University of Wisconsin / Madison 

In 2016 The Academy began a collaboration with the Center for Healthy Minds with 
the intention of developing an evidence base for our Foundation Programs.
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1981

Check to the Academy (the New American  School)
from Leonard Bernstein 

It was during that time that Stern re-met his mentor, musician 
Leonard Bernstein, and the two embarked upon an intense 10-
year collaboration.

Aaron Stern is the Dean of the Summer Institute of the 
National Institute for the Arts in Nashville from 1989-1991. 
Here he works with 100s of teachers and first begins to 
implement the transformative learning methodologies now 
at the heart of the Academy.

1986

During their 10-year collaboration, Aaron Stern and Leonard 
Bernstein co-conceived the Academy for the Love of Learning. 
The check below is a testament to Bernstein’s belief in the project. 
Stern held on to the check (made out to the previous name of the 
Academy) as a memento of this early support.

  >
>

ACADEMY PROGRAMS
Encounter Learning as a Practice 
through the Academy’s Foundational 
Programs
The Academy Foundational Programs invite community members 
to explore and develop the learning impulse as a practice for 

“waking up” through a variety of intensive workshops, community 
conversations and longer courses.

We believe that lasting, positive change can occur when we 
liberate the learning process from the four walls of our schools and 
institutions. To begin, we need to bring our attention and awareness 
to the learning impulse itself. 

We all have our ready responses to the daily 
question, “What do you do?” But what if we change 

the question to “Who are you?”



Check to the Academy (the New American  School)
from Leonard Bernstein 

1990 1991
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After Leonard Bernstein’s death Aaron Stern began 
figuring out how to bring the work into the world. In 
1991 he  went around Boulder, CO posting a one-
page invitation on street posts and coffee shop 
bulletin boards. The flyer “Between a Rock and a 
Hard Place: Teaching and Learning in a Time of 
Cynicism,” referred to a training he was giving 
on August 16. This turned out to the be the first 
seedling of the “Impulse Exercise” a program 
that has transformed the lives and practices of 
hundreds of teachers and has grown into one of 
the Academy’s signature programs.

BERNSTEIN’S  LAST INTERVIEW

In November of 1989, one year before his death at age 72, the celebrated 
composer, conductor and educator Leonard Bernstein held what would 
be his last major interview -- with Rolling Stone editor Jonathan Cott.

“I and a musician friend
named Aaron Stern have

conceived of an institution
called the Academy for the Love

of Learning. We haven’t done too 
much with the idea yet…”

—Leonard Bernstein
Rolling Stone Magazine 1990

FOUNDATIONAL STUDIES 
AND PRACTICES
Contributing Programs

Integrated Programming
Learning as a Transformative Practice

Leading By Being®

Become the Leader You Have Been Looking For

The “I / We / It” Framework
Exploring Ourselves, Our Groups, and the Systems We Live Within

Contemporary Challenges
Finding Our Way Together

The Ventana Project
Fostering Systemic Organizational Learning and Change

“ I felt like my life was always there, but I wasn’t finding 
it. I was hiding behind a mask, playing the role of a 
fictitious character. Leading by Being® broke me open, 
and catalyzed my life.”

michael hunter, leading by being® graduate
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1997

ACADEMY FOR THE LOVE OF LEARNING

In early 1997, after a cycle of trial and error, Stern saw that it was 
time to establish the Academy formally and to create a center that 
could engender a community of people committed to growing this 
approach to learning. He began the process by inviting a group of 
peers to join him in creating a vision for the organization.

Between 2000 and 2002 the Academy began to 
offer its first workshops and trainings. During this 
early stage, workshops were designed with the 
intention of creating a shared field of knowledge 
and experience among both Academy staff and 
those most intimately connected with the Academy. 
Program presenters were people who had been 
influential in Stern’s personal and professional 
development and therefore, in informing the 
wisdom base of the organization. As this careful 
introduction of his work was engaged with and 
embodied by Academy staff and friends, the “field” 
supporting the development of curriculum and 
programs intensified and deepened.

ACADEMY FOR THE LOVE OF LEARNING

The Academy was formally incorporated as a 501C3 non-
profit organization in late 1998, and during that first year 
we planned our initial set of programs.

1998

ACADEMY PROGRAMS
What  if… learning was surrounded by
A Love of Learning Instead of a Fear 
of Failing

Masterful teaching shifts the course of our lives. Teachers, mentors, 

coaches, family members – even bosses bring out our passions, 

uncover our talents, and guide us toward discovering who we are 

and what is ours to do in the world. Invariably, it is who they are, as 

much as what they do, that inspires us. Their curiosity, wonder and 

love of learning compel us to step into new fields and discover our 

own paths.

I feel I have gone home to my 
first years of teaching, when I 
was full of passion for the job.”

“
laura mayo-rodriguez

teacher, nava elementary school



2002
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In 2002 the Academy began moving into a larger 
context and growing a core group of staff and 
faculty. Consciously moving into a new stage of 
development as a relational organization and 
drawing on what they had learned, individually 
and collaboratively, the Academy began invoking 
a new form to support its complexity. Stern’s 
consulting practice evolved into an advisory 
service and training program called Ventana and 
the Consultancy Training metamorphosed into 
an innovative new training program in personal 
leadership called Leading By Being®.

Contributing Programs

El Otro Lado in the Schools
Journey to “the Other Side” with El Otro Lado in the Schools

Inspire Santa Fe
Unlocking Inspiration through Mentorship

Teacher Renewal
Bringing Passion for Learning into the Classroom, 
one Teacher at a Time

Summer Institute for Educators
Recharge Your Wonder

Classroom Fellows
Supporting New Teachers

Wisdom Circle
Drawing on the Dedication of Our Teachers

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHING



2003

© Chrissie Orr

SETON CASTLE

12 20 YEARS of the Academy for the Love of Learning

In 2003, the Academy purchased an historic property in Santa Fe, New Mexico, planning to restore the house, standing on 86 acres of 
land, known as Seton Castle, named for its designer and former owner, the prolific author, artist and naturalist Ernest Thompson Seton.

The Academy receives a Save America’s Treasures Award to rejuvenate Seton Castle.

ACADEMY PROGRAMS
Catalyzing Learning Through Arts 
and Community Engagement
Creative expression and storytelling are powerful pathways to 
learning and waking up. They can be a catalyst for connection 
and positive change, inspiring open and respectful dialog and 
empowering our community.

From the earliest cave paintings to modern 
masterpieces, artistic expression has always 

been an integral part of the human experience, 
a key to unlocking our most deeply-cherished 

emotions, beliefs and desires. Though the modern 
world often relegates arts to the sidelines, we’ve 
made them the core of our Arts and Community 

Engagement programs, designed to effect profound 
transformation in communities by reconnecting 

people to what truly makes them human.
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SETON CASTLE RESTORATION
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In 2005, when the restoration was two-thirds 
complete, fire consumed Seton Castle leaving 
only the stone walls and chimneys. After a year of 
reappraisal, the Academy decided to build a new 
home on the land adjacent to the Castle, and to 
restore the Castle remains sufficiently to be used 
as an outdoor amphitheater for performance, 
meetings and other outdoor activities.

INSTITUTE FOR LIVING 
STORY
Contributing Programs

Lifesongs®

Creating Communities of Care

Living Story Collaborative
Utilizing the Power of Story for Positive Change

Story Gathering
Sharing Stories Offers Intergenerational Connections

El Otro Lado in the Community
Engaging Society through the Arts

“ Through the arts it’s possible to transform 
our selves and our communities.” 

aaron stern



EVENINGS  OF 
EXPLORATION

2011

A Doorway to the Academy
A good starting point for those interested in the Academy are 

our Evenings of Exploration, free mini-workshops through which 

participants explore some of our guiding principles, including the 

power of the learning field, awakening the heart, and the differences 

between our work and traditional models of learning.

Topics Include:
• Why Slowing Down Matters

• Coming Back to Center

• Finding the Gift in Disorientation

No journey carries one far unless, 
as it extends into the world around 

us, it goes an equal distance into 
the world within.” 

“
lillian smith

• Reconnecting to Our Second Nature

• Drawing from Experience

• Writing Our Own Lifesong

A NEW HOME

14 20 YEARS of the Academy for the Love of Learning

In 2011 The Academy completed and moved into 
its new home. Constructed near the former Seton 
castle site, the new Academy is a beautifully 
conceived cluster of “green” buildings that includes 
warmly furnished gathering rooms, a high-tech 
media center, a gallery devoted to the remaining 
Seton archives, artwork, books and artifacts, offices, 
an art studio, a small performance space and a 
gathering place for contemplative practices. 

The Campus was awarded a LEED Gold Certification. It is 
a model of sustainability and home for the Academy’s 
offices and original and expanding programs. 

NEW in
2019

Certificate 
in Learning 

as a 
Practice!



COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS

It can be disorienting, even frightening, 
to step out of the “box” that defines who we 
are and how we think life works. Our open 
workshops and events – available to anyone 
who signs up – give people a safe opportunity 
to experience transformational learning and 
take a first or next step on the journey within.

Community Conversations are free and open to the public and provide 

an opportunity to come together as a community to share and reflect 

on personal experiences and contemporary challenges.

You never change things by fighting the existing 
reality. To change something, build a new model 
that makes the existing model obsolete.” 

richard buckminster fuller

“

15

  >>

Music Score from Leonard Bernstein to Aaron Stern

aloveoflearning.org
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A PATIENT AND  TIMELESS PRAYER

From 2003 to 2017 it was 
a dream to build a stupa 
on the Academy campus. 
In 2017 construction was 
completed and the presence 
of the stupa now anchors the 
Academy’s intent of waging 
peace and enlightened mind 
and beams it out into the 
world, long into the future.

SARASWATI

Granite Statue
South India, Late Chola-
Early Vijayanager Period
13-14th Century  >>

Gift to the Academy
from Josh Mailman

Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Stern and Aaron Copeland

22”

38”

8’6”

18’
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LENNY’S LIVING LEGACY: 
A CONCERT CELEBRATION

On August 25th we hosted a moving celebration commemorating 20 years of the 
Academy on what would have been Leonard Bernstein’s 100th birthday. At this event 
Aaron Stern announced several new initiatives. 2019 will see us continuing the 
Emergence theme of our anniversary celebrations by launching the LB Fellowship 
for Arts and Transformation. We will also engage in more deep inquiry through 
our Future of Learning Dialogues, introduce a reinvigorated set of Evenings 
of Exploration in Santa Fe, and continue the exciting work of our Partnership 
Platform. Each of these initiatives continues our mission to “take the lid off learning” 
and become better at being human, learning ourselves to a better world.  

Early in 2018 we set an ambitious goal of raising $100,000 dollars by Lenny’s 100th 
birthday. We raised $104,713. Thank you from all of us at the Academy for your 
presence and support. Here’s to the next 20 years!   

On April 29th, the 
Academy featured 
a screening 
of Bernstein’s 
Trouble in Tahiti 
accompanied by 
a community 
conversation on 
the opera’s themes.

© Susesch Bayat / DG

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

In 2018, The Academy for the Love of Learning begins celebrating its 20th 
anniversary and the 100th anniversary of the birth of co-conceiver Leonard 
Bernstein with events on April 29th and May 20th.

aloveoflearning.org
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I joined the Leading by Being® group in the 

years 2008-2010 and continue to this day to 

remember, to smile, and to use this experience in 

my life daily. I am deeply humbled, appreciative, 

and in awe of this experience. I continue to pay 

it forward through my life and work as a parent, 

a partner, an occupational therapist in home 

health and hospice, and as an active member of 

my Waldorf School community. Thank you for 

offering this work to me and to the many others 

that you touch!! In community. 

—Jenelle Boyer

“

Academy Countyard
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“

—Dana, El Otro Lado Teacher

There has been a shift in how I see the potential of how we relate to each other 
as human beings. EOL has helped me show up for myself, my students, my co-
teacher… I know there is more to someone’s story for new perspectives and 
meaningful relationships.” 
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“I feel more at peace – I feel 
the Academy has helped me 
to find balance.”

Academy Campus
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22 20 YEARS of the Academy for the Love of Learning
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20 YEARS IN PICTURES
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20 YEARS IN NUMBERS

30,030 
Participants

in Academy Programs

20 YEARS of the Academy for the Love of Learning26

WHERE WE’VE WORKED

New Mexico, USA

California

BELGIUMColorado

Monterrey, MEXICO

New York, NY

Dharamsala, INDIA

Madison, WI

Washington

Chicago, IL

Arizona

UNITED KINGDOM



20th ANNIVERSARY EVENTS

His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Aaron Stern and Richie Davidson 27 aloveoflearning.org

SUN, April 29
Don’t we Never Learn?” : Reflection and Emergence

SUN, May 20
“Don’t We Never Learn?” Part II: Learning & Transformation 
     A dialogue with Academy Founder and President Aaron Stern and Neuroscientist Richie Davidson, Founder of the Center for Healthy Minds

SUN, August 12
Lobo, The King of Currumpaw: The World’s Greatest Wolf Story

SAT, August 25
Lenny’s Living Legacy: A Concert Celebration



The World’s Greatest Wolf Story 

A Graphic Novel  I  Story by Ernest Thompson Seton  I  Illustrations by Many Artists

20TH ANNIVERSARY IMAGES

“Don’t We Never Learn?”
 Reflection and   
 Emergence: A Special 
 Anniversary Event

APRIL 29   2018

28 20 YEARS of the Academy for the Love of Learning
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The World’s Greatest Wolf Story 

A Graphic Novel  I  Story by Ernest Thompson Seton  I  Illustrations by Many Artists
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Reflection and Emergence: 
 A Special Anniversary Event

AUGUST 25   2018

© Randle Charles

© Randle Charles

© Minesh Bacrania

© Michael Lopez

© E and R Studio
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Saturday’s event was wonderfully unique...you 
really did “scale intimacy” in invoking and honoring 
LB. (See..! I now feel on such intimate terms with the 
legendary man that I can refer to him as LB.) He’s a 
newly vivid presence in my psyche, fascinating me...

Congratulations! to you and all the staff on creating 
such a radiant, totally memorable celebration of 
the Academy and LB. I was so glad to be part of it.

—Deborah Boldt, Executive Director 
REEL FATHERS

“
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